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DESIGN OF ENCODER AND DECODER USING HYBRID 

LUT/MULTIPLEXER.

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT: In this paper, a novel architecture of encoder and decoder using high security 

technique for the VLSI implementation for encoder and decoder using Hybrid MUX/LUT. The 

pre-defined keys are required for each input for both encryption and decryption that are 

generated in real-time by the key-scheduler module by expanding the initial secret key and thus 

used for reducing the amount of storage for buffering. S-boxes are used for the implementation 

of the S.R, M.C and inverses S.R & M.C shared between encryption and decryption. The round 

keys needed for each round of the implementation are generated in real-time. The forward and 

reverse key scheduling is implemented on the same device, thus allowing efficient area 

minimization. Rather than using logical gates we are using hybrid LUT or MUX for speed of 

operation. The pipelining is used after each standard round makes fast of operation to enhance 

the throughput and shift row mix column technique gives high security.  

Key words: Hybrid MUX/ LUT, Encoder, Decoder, S-box. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

In Field Programmable Gate Arrays 

(FPGAs), Look UP Table (LUT) is the 

primary logic element used for the 

realization of combinational logic. A K-

input LUT can be able to implement any K-

input boolean functions. It is very flexible 

and generic. Recently, other works 

investigate the alternative FPGA LE  

 

 

architectures for improving the performance. 

We proposed the MUXs in FPGA logic 

blocks which increase the silicon area 

efficiency and logic density. In early 

commercial architectures, the MUX based 

logic blocks for FPGAs have succeeded. 

Consider 6-input LUT is essentially 64-to-1 

MUX and 64 SRAM configuration cell but  
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it can only realize a 4-to-1 MUX. In this 

paper we propose a six input LE based on a 

MUX4 which can realize a subset of six-

input Boolean logic functions. A new hybrid 

complex logic block (CLB) contains a 

mixture of MUX4s and 6-LUTs. The 

proposed MUX4s can efficiently map all the 

input functions.The main contributions are 

as follows. 

1) Two hybrid CLB architectures 

(nonfracturable and fracturable) that contain 

a mixture of MUX4 LEs and the traditional 

LUTs yielding up to 8% area savings. 

2) Mapping techniques called Natural Mux 

and Mux Map targeted toward the hybrid 

CLB architecture that optimize for area, 

while preserving the original mapping depth. 

3) A full post-place-and-route architecture 

evaluation with VTR7, and CHS tone 

benchmarks facilitated by LegUp-HLS, the 

Verilog-to-Routing project showing impact 

both area and delay. 

II. Existed MUX/LUT 

A. MUX4: 4-TO-1 Multiplexer Logic 

Element: 

The MUX4 LE consists of 4-to-1 MUX with 

optional contrary on its inputs. A 4-to-1 

MUX matches the input pin count of a 6-

LUT. Inherently, any two-input Boolean  

 

function can easily implement in the MUX4. 

The two-input functions can be connect to 

the select lines and the truth table values 

(logic-1 or logic-0) can be routed to the data 

inputs. 

 

Fig 1. MUX4 LE depicting optional data 

input inversions. 

Alternately, a Shannon decomposition can 

be performed concerning one of the two 

variables. That variable can feed a select 

input. Consider Shannon decomposition 

about one variable produces the cofactors 

with atmost two variables. Notice that input 

inversion on each select input is omitted as 

this would only serve to permute the four 

MUX data inputs. 

B. Logic Elements, Fracturability And 

Mux4-Based Variants: 

Two families of architectures are produced. 

They are 1. Without fracturable LEs and 2.  
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With fracturable LEs. The fracturable LEs 

refer to an architectural element which one 

or more logic functions can be optionally 

mapped. Nonfracturable LEs refer to an 

architectural element on which only one 

logic function is mapped. We consider an 

eight-input LE for the fracturable 

architecture which is closely matched with 

the adaptive logic module. Fracturable 6-

LUT that can be fractured in to two 5-LUTs 

with shared inputs as shown in below figure. 

 

Fig 2. Fracturable 6-LUT that can be 

fractured in to two 5-LUTs with shared 

inputs. 

If two inputs are shared between the two 

functions then two 5-input functions can be 

mapped into this LE. If no inputs are shared 

then two four -input functions can be 

mapped to each 5-LUT. We use two MUX4s  

 

within a single eight-input LE. It is shown in 

the below figure. 

 

Fig 3. Dual MUX LE that utilizes 

dedicated select inputs and shared data 

inputs. 

The two MUX4s are connected to have 

dedicated select inputs and shared data 

inputs. This configuration allows this 

structure to map two independent three-

input functions, while larger functions may 

be mapped dependent on the shared inputs 

between both functions.Examine, an 

architecture in which a 4-to-1 MUX 

(MUX4) is fractured into two smaller 2-to-1 

MUXs. Since a 2-to-1 MUX’s mapping 

flexibility is quite limited. This little benefit 

was added compared with the overheads of 

making the MUX4 fracturable and poor area 

results were observed. 

C. Hybrid Complex Logic Block: 

A variety of different architectures were 

considered. In the nonfracturable  
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architecture, the CLB has 40 inputs and ten 

basic LEs (BLEs), with each BLE having six 

inputs and one output. Fig. 4 shows this 

nonfracturable CLB architecture with BLEs 

that contain an optional register. We vary 

the ratio of MUX4s to LUTs within the ten 

element CLB from 1:9 to 5:5 MUX4s:6-

LUTs. The MUX4 element is proposed to 

work in conjunction with 6-LUTs, creating a 

hybrid CLB with a mixture of 6-LUTs and 

MUX4s Fig. 4 shows the organization of our 

CLB and internal BLEs. 

 

Fig 4. Hybrid CLB with a 50% 

depopulated intra-CLB crossbar 

depicting BLE internals for a non 

fractuable architecture. 

In fracturable architectures, the CLB has 80 

inputs and ten BLEs, with each BLE having 

eight inputs and two outputs. The same 

sweep of MUX4 to LUT ratios was also 

performed. Fig. 5 shows the fracturable 

architecture with eight inputs to each BLE 

that contains two optional registers. We 

evaluate fracturability of LEs versus  

 

nonfracturable LEs in the context of MUX4 

elements since fracturable LUTs are 

common in commercial architectures. 

 

 Fig. 5. Hybrid CLB with a 50% 

depopulated intra-CLB crossbar 

depicting BLE internals for fracturable 

architecture. 

The crossbars for fracturable architectures 

are larger than the nonfracturable 

architectures because of two reasons. Due to 

the virtual increase of LEs, a larger number 

of CLB inputs are required, which increases 

crossbar size. Since there are now twice as 

many outputs from the LEs, these additional 

outputs need to also be fed back into the 

crossbar, also increasing its size. Due to this 

disparity in crossbar size, fair comparisons 

cannot be made between fracturable and 

nonfracturable architectures. Therefore, we 

compare nonfracturable hybrid CLB 

architectures to a baseline LUT only 

nonfracturable architecture and we compare 

fracturable hybrid CLB architectures to a 

baseline LUT-only fracturable architecture. 
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III. Encoder and Decoder Design Using 

Proposed MUX 

The fig: 6 shows the encoder block diagram 

with high security implementation. The 

initial stage having input and initial key to 

under goes encryption with changing of 

binary bits into a matrix representation. This 

conversion of binary data to a matrix is 

totally carried out by byte sub 

transformation. Now the total matrix 

consisting of row and columns by using 

these we implemented the security by the 

CLB hybrid crossbar technique.  

 

Fig 6. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Shift Row transformation is one of the 

technique for security i.e. the total row is 

matrix is shifted to another row and with 

vice and versa. The second technique is mix 

column transformation it gives two columns 

into a single column to reduce the size. In 

another way we can make as comparison of 

two columns into a single column.  

The add round key transformation is used 

rounding the nearest value of matrix. This 

represents the rounded output taken as ‘e’ 

for encoder block. The total encoder block is 

used in the transmitter side. The output of 

encoder block given to input to decoder 

block. Similarly decoder block consisting of 

sub blocks as encoder with small inversion. 

So the input ‘e’ taken as input for decryption 

the input ‘e’ and final key goes under 

decryption with CLB hybrid crossbar 

technique and the output of the decryption 

given to input as for inverse byte sub 

transformation. The inverse byte sub 

transformation divide the matrix 

representation into binary representation. 

IV. Results 

The Hybrid encoder and decoder is designed 

by using hybrid MUX/Demux. The total 

input bits of proposed encoder are 

multiplexed with the initial key by using 

Hybrid MUX/LUT. After that the encryption  
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and by sub transformation, shift row mix 

column, add round key will be given to the 

input and output pins. Finally, the DD is the 

output as shown in the graphical 

representation of fig 8. 

 

 

Fig 7. RTL SCHEMATIC 

 

 

 

Fig 8. OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

 

 

Fig 9. COMPARISION 

 

V.Conclusion 

A novel architecture of encoder and decoder 

using high security technique for the VLSI 

implementation for encoder and decoder 

using Hybrid MUX/LUT. The pre-defined 

keys are required for each input for both 

encryption and decryption that are generated 

in real-time by the key-scheduler module by 

expanding the initial secret key and thus 

used for reducing the amount of storage for 

buffering. S-boxes are used for the 

implementation of the S.R, M.C and 

inverses S.R & M.C shared between 

encryption and decryption. The round keys 

needed for each round of the implementation 

are generated in real-time. The forward and 

reverse key scheduling is implemented on 

the same device, thus allowing efficient area 

minimization. Rather than using logical 

gates we are using hybrid LUT or MUX for 

speed of operation.  
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